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Who Am I?

• Thomas Maufer
– Dir., Technical Marketing

• Relative to this session, I can say two things:
– I doubt I’ll be able to finish this presentation

– Before you ask: Yes, you can have the slides 
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Mu Dynamics at a Glance

Industry Recognition:
• 30+ awards for customer implementations, product innovation

Founded in 2005, Market Focus:

• Pioneer and leading provider of NGN testing solutions to enable faster, 
higher quality deployments of converged services, applications and their 
underlying products

More than 150 deployments across key verticals:
• Service Providers/Operators

• Network Equipment Vendors

• Government

• Critical Infrastructure

• Cyber Security
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If Wikipedia Says It (It Must Be True)

• From their page on Engineering:
– http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineering

• Engineers typically attempt to predict how well their designs will 
perform to their specifications prior to full-scale production. They use, 
among other things: prototypes, scale models, simulations, 
destructive tests, nondestructive tests, and stress tests. Testing 
ensures that products will perform as expected.

• Themes of this presentation
– Testing is very relevant to software engineering

– Testing is a structured way to collaborate
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What Is Happening in the Market?

• A new class of services is emerging that requires our 
customers to reconsider the way they build, test and 
deploy applications, services and products

• Challenges
– Complexity

• Many different protocols, multiple elements, multiple interactions

– Rate of change/level of customization
• New features, new clients, new services/applications to support

• Custom workflows, custom/proprietary protocols
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We’ve Moved Beyond Testing Protocols

• There are 10s of thousands of protocols
– Many interesting applications involve multiple protocols operating 

in concert but are highly customized

• What to do?
– Luckily, there are only about 100 fields that you'll see in any 

packet header
• We test based on those fields – for any protocol

– Or sequences of protocols 
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Not Enough Protocols
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Mu Test Suite – A Unified Testing Approach

Customer
Content

Functional

Interoperability

Resilience

Community
Content

Mu
Content

Test Automation Platform

Monitoring Automation Reporting

Scale

Studio Verify

Studio Fuzz

Protocol Fuzzing

Published Vulnerability (PV)

Studio Scale



Mu’s Testing Answers Simple Questions

• Functional questions
– Does it work?

• Interestingly, this is not easily answered

• Can have security overtones

• Stress questions
– Can it run overnight?

– Can it run for a week?

– Can it handle multiple concurrent sessions?
• How many? Hundreds? Thousands? Millions?

• Non-functional questions
– Can it handle invalid or unexpected inputs?

• Failure is always an option!
– The developers are the worst at imagining how it might fail
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Non-Functional? That’s a Lot of Test Cases!

• Protocol Fuzzing is not random
– Stateful

• Sometimes, you can’t finish a conversation because you said 
something stupid and the other side got confused or hung up

– Violate all fields across all packets in all states of the protocol
• This can easily create millions of test cases

– Automation is your friend

– Transport-agnostic
• Higher-layer tests shouldn’t care whether they are running over TCP 

or UDP or IPv4 or IPv6

– Conformance-agnostic
• Many times, things work even though the developers made mistakes

or took liberties with the standards
– We don’t mind
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Obligatory Product Shot

• Mu-8000
– 2 console ports

– 2 USB ports (for Digital I/O Monitor; other accessories)
• Yes, can use USB thumb drives 

– 2 management ports

– 8 test interfaces (4x 10/100/1000 Ethernet + 4x 1 Gbps SFP )

– 2 power restarters

– 1 blue LED (insanely bright)
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Building a Community – Free Content, Tools
• Free tools for research and 

forensics – integrated with Mu 
Studio

– http://pcapr.net/
• World’s largest public collection of 

pcaps

• Free DoS tool
– Up to 25 kpps

– http://pcapr.net/xtractr
• Your own private pcapr

• Numerous tools to 
access/manipulate pcaps

– Modify transports
• Re-segment TCP streams

• Fragment IP streams

• Convert pcaps from IPv4 to IPv6

– Generate pcaps from scratch

– DoS attack creation
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Why Do We Test?

• Testing is how you 
establish how strong an 
airplane wing is, or how 
much load a bridge can 
handle, or how 
crashworthy a car is

• Testing is done at all 
phases of design, 
development and even 
deployment
– e.g., bridges with embedded 

sensors

• Engineering depends on 
finding the edge of the 
envelope
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Is Software Engineering Different?

• Why is software exempt from usual engineering practice?
– Hint: It’s not; but it is very challenging

• Protocol implementations are difficult to write, even if you 
are an expert
– Zillions of options

– Vendor extensions

– Version creep
• You can’t control your inputs!

• Error-handling routines are really important
– Who would you pick to write these?
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Demonstrating a PLC Vulnerability

• Been there, done that
– Realtime ACS 2007 in Knoxville, TN

• What a difference 3 years makes!

• Mu External Test Labs (METL) – Cyber Security SIG
– Select METL partners who are focused on "cyber” issues

• Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT)

• InfraCritical

• Lofty Perch

• Mississippi State Cyber Lab

• Norwich University
– Among other things, part of NSA's MSIA program
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Worst-Case Scenarios

• Anecdotes
– Crashed PLCs? Check.

– Crashed Traffic-Light 
controllers? Badly.

– Crashed Windows? Check. 
Check.

• What does a real bug look 
like?
– Spectacular

• File system self-erases

• Config file erased

• Reboot

• Fail-safe engages (not as 
good as it sounds)

• Smoke comes out (seriously!)

– Serious
• Degrades response time

• Memory leaks

• CPU spikes or drain

• Core dumps

• Exploits
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Failure Is (and Isn’t) Black-and-White

• Causes of failure
– Mixed versions

– Mixed vendors

– Random acts of violence to 
packets

• Reordering

• Corruption

• Packet Drops

– Bugs…
• …that send the wrong data 

at the right time

• …that send the right data 
at the wrong time

• …that send just plain 
garbage

• Reactions to failure (or 
proposals to do security testing)
– “That'll never happen in the 

real world”
• Yes, it will

• Failure is ambiguous
– Process crash

– System degradation

– System outage

– Service degradation

– Service outage
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Security Defined

• Security is
– A process

– Always imperfect

– Always improving

– All of the above

• How can you tell you 
are improving?
– Testing!
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Supporting Frameworks for Security

• There are also a variety of legal and market frameworks
– Standards bodies

• IEEE, IETF, ISA

– Certification programs
• For people (e.g., PE, CISSP, etc.)

• For things (e.g., UL, airworthiness, etc.)

• For business processes (e.g., ISO-9000)

– Insurance

– Regulation
• Legislation, case law

– Liability
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Two Approaches to Security

• Reactive
– Solving yesterday's 

problems, tomorrow

• Proactive
– Solving tomorrow's 

problems, today

• To quote Yoda:
– Try not. Do…or do not. 

There is no try.
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Disclosure Discussions: Flame Bait

• Disclosure is irrelevant
– Corner cases

• Embedded OS that is 
non-upgradeable

• Control system that is 
non-patchable

• Testing has to work 
both ways
– Vendors have to test 

the components
• Deeply nested

– Testing "as-built" is the 
only way to be sure

– Asset owners have to 
test the systems

• See note above re: "as-
built" 
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Trust but Verify

• Trust is earned

• Nothing should be trusted before it's tested

• Test early and often
– Change/patch management, etc. processes

• Maufer’s Aphorisms
– All software has bugs

• Note: Security functions (firewalls) are made of software

– If it hasn't been tested, it's broken
• This is really important!
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What If I Find an Issue?

• Disclosure process is 
clearly defined and 
carefully implemented

• Large software 
companies in IT-space
– Cisco, Juniper, 

Microsoft

• Work with vendor(s) to 
remediate it
– Report issue

• Receive patch
– Test/qualify the patch

» Apply the patch

– Compensating controls
• Disable the offending 

feature

• Protect the offending 
feature
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Calls to Action

• Close all unnecessary ports

• Configure only the minimum features

• Minimize unnecessary complexity

• Test-Driven Deployment
– Document how things are supposed to work

– Test before you deploy

– Test before you make changes

• Develop close ties with your supply chain

• Prevention is key
– Find issues and fix them…before they find you
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Parting Shot: Security Is Not a Feature!

• You can't add security 
to a product any more 
than you can add 
quality
– You can build 

progressively more 
secure products, 
though!
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